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This paper presents a novel approach to develop distributed data-driven storage 

systems. The core concept behind this approach is the implementation of LH* schema 

that allows highly available distributed data storage to be created. We propose the 

novel method of image data decomposition and distribution among storage nodes to 

enhance main characteristics of schema. This method is close to image pyramid 

structure (also known as MIP maps) that allows the entire large image to be tiled, 

cropped and scaled but is less redundant and allows the image data in system 

become manageable. 
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This paper describes an approach that leverages the functionality of LH*RS – 

distributed data storage concept [2]. LH*RS is a high-availability scalable distributed 

data structure (SDDS). An LH*RS file is hash partitioned over the distributed RAM 

of a multicomputer, e.g., a network of PCs, and supports the unavailability of any k ≥ 

1 of its server nodes. The high-availability management is based on Reed-Salomon 

erasure correcting coding. The value of k transparently grows with the file to offset 

the reliability decline. The resulting parity storage overhead is about the lowest 

possible. The capabilities of LH*RS offer new perspectives to data intensive 

applications, including the emerging ones of grids and of P2P computing [2]. The 

invented LH*RS is positioned as the general-purpose method, and its efficiency does 



not depend on the data file type. We can analyse the way to optimize its performance 

characteristics, in particular for the case of imagery data. 

There are two main issues that appear with image files visualization and 

exchange:  

 Processing large images, for example high-resolution astronomy and 

geospatial image coverings; 

 Processing requests for multiple copies of a single image with distinct scale 

and resolution, for example, web-site pictures having thumbnail, medium and high-

resolution quality images stored separately. 

In our opinion, all these problems appear due to imperfect file format of image 

data. Historically images were stored and processed on local computer or server and 

this way was efficient for random infrequent users’ requests. Most image processing 

software assumes you can load the entire image into memory and then perform an 

image operation. In the case of frequent requests of web users it leads to an excess 

traffic and network overload, and we have to store multiple image copies rather than 

one image in highest resolution. In the case of gigapixel photos it is impossible due to 

low memory or low bandwidth problems and some techniques as Data pyramiding 

are used.  

Data pyramiding is an image scaling technique that has been used in terrain 

rendering to reduce computation and eliminate aliasing problems [1]. For a large 

input dataset with hundreds or even thousands of mega pixels, it is important to be 

able to view the data at different levels of detail, from a perspective that overlooks 

the entire dataset down to a small area for a close look of the terrain. From an 

overlook perspective, the scale from the input space to the image space could be 

hundreds to 1, in which case there is no need to render the input data at its highest 

resolution. An input data pyramid is built by repeatedly dividing the input image by a 

factor of 2 in each dimension. A multi-level input pyramid requires about 1/3 more 

memory than the single highest resolution image, which could be significant when 

trying to fit large datasets to any particular machine. 



Section II of this paper introduces the technique that reduces memory 

consumption using improved LH*RS concept for image storage. 

Let's consider main principles of distributed fault-tolerant data storage system: 

1. Imagery Data Decomposition and Distribution Among Storage Nodes. 

The basic idea of multilevel block structure is to construct independent blocks 

from correlated imagery data for each level. We can consider the uncompressed 

image as multidimensional array and form blocks of several layers, by analogy to 

data pyramiding technique. Basic blocks corresponds to the top of pyramid and we 

can assemble the image in lowest resolution of them. Values for basic blocks data are 

aggregated or interpolated by the color values of neighborhood area. Next level 

blocks use the basic blocks data as the initial values, which forms the palette. We can 

form image of some quality using blocks of both basic and first levels. We can 

continue assembling the pyramid until we reach the original resolution of the image 

file.  

For example, we have the imagery data containing RGB color components. 

Each pixel contains three independent values - R, G, B, so we can store array of R 

values in one block, G values in other, B values in third and store them in different 

storage nodes. Data in blocks of any level i depends on data in blocks of lower level 

i-1. This can be performed in different ways and the simplest way is shown on fig.1.  

 

Fig 1. Multilevel block structure 



The lowest (basic) levels contain color values which can be calculated as 

average of the corresponding subsets of higher level data (e.g.: R(0,x+1,y) is an 

average value of subset {R(1,x-1,y-1),R(1,x-1,y), R(1,x-1,y+1), … R(1,x,y) 

...R(1,x+1,y+1)}). After the block assembling we get the multilevel array structure 

which corresponds to the entire original data. Using this structure we can serve any 

request with different data quality demands, constructing the answer from several 

levels of blocks instead of sending the entire (original) array, without processor 

resources consumption. For example, if client is the PDA application with QVGA 

display of 64K colors, connected by GPRS, it can request only necessary image 

blocks and construct desired low-quality image, and another client, residing on PC 

can require the full-quality image using all blocks; all of these clients work with the 

same physical distributed storage URL. 

Moreover, we can produce additional levels, containing the extended values for 

imagery data. For example, we are processing the RAW image from camera or PNG 

file. Color depth of these images is better than of RGB schema, used in standard 

pictures and JPEG images. We can split the color component values to different 

blocks as shown on fig.2. 

 

 

Fig 2. Splitting the color value into several parts 

 

2. Fault-Protection basics. 



The high-availability management is based on Reed-Salomon erasure correcting 

coding. We can expand these correcting techniques with new capabilities: we can 

change the code redundancy among blocks of different levels (on fig.3) and we can 

protect only the significant bits (digits) of imagery data (on fig.4).   

 

Fig 3. Assembling image from blocks 

As it is shown on fig.3, the basic level blocks are protected with higher 

redundancy, because they store foundations of all the image assembling procedures. 

The higher is the level of the block, less significant is the content, so less redundant is 

the encoding. The highest level blocks can be even unprotected, or be protected using 

only significant digits.  

 

Fig 4. Creating checksums only for significant digits. 

3. Compression basics. 

We can apply different methods of compression for blocks of different levels, 

for example, lossless image compression on the basic-level blocks, and lossy methods 

as JPEG2000-like compression for the higher levels (on fig.5). This helps to dispense 

the logical redundancy but prevents from data loss on the basic levels. 



 

Fig 5. Compression methods for blocks of different levels. 

4. Security issues. 

We can apply different access permissions for different levels of blocks. The 

main benefit is that it is unnecessary to create different copies of images for each 

permission. For example, if we allow users to preview the image, but the high-

resolution image is not free, than we can encrypt the higher-level blocks and leave the 

basic ones opened. 

A new result of the paper is suggested approach to build distributed fault-

tolerant storage system of imagery data. Developed storage schema contains the sole 

copy of imagery data at highest resolution and scale. Image is decomposed into data 

blocks of several levels. The image with the required scale and resolution is 

reconstructed from the corresponding set of downloaded blocks on client’s side. The 

developed method allows adopting the encoding and compression algorithms usage 

and algorithm redundancy on the block level. Thereby we can flexibly manage the 

redundancy, security permissions and resource consumption. 
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